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Embassy Gardens

A new luxurious residential complex inside the USA embassy arial contains flats 

with a contemporary visual feel ranging between 60 sqm and 180 sqm in size. 

The light grey and green tones of the interior are particularly well finished and 

combined with high-end materials, such as lacquered or polished tiles and oth-

er feisty textures, along with glass and Plexiglas elements that keep the spaces 

light-hearted in their layout. Reinforced concrete and suffused lighting offer a 

cosy cocoon-like environment, while generous balconies playfully challenge the 

interior spaces with their superb outlook. The decorative elements such as lights 

and stools are made by emerging designers and are allocated with competence. 

The kitchens are equipped with white Carrara marble and a solid walnut working 

surface. The metro tile, as well as all other traditional materials are reinterpreted in 

a contemporary way: creating a continuous dialogue between different elements 

and worlds that gives these flats not only a homely, but also a sophisticated and 

cultured environment.
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Cubical House

new built mixed use

The project is a result of a strong sensibility between 

the lived-in and the surrounding built environment 

and of a desire for re-conceptualising living space

in a not-traditional way and for exploring typological 

hybrids.

The two uses, live and work, are deliberately separate 

and their spatial organisation different. The studios 

extend on the ground floor reaching, at the back, a 

shared private courtyard.

The living space holds a central position and, through 

a series of framed views, aims at connecting internal 

living spaces with its urban surrounding.

The scheme uses the adjoining architecture as a 

context for orientation, as well as a basis for finding 

its own exploratory structure. The façade consists of 

seemingly stacked cubical shapes rhythmically artic-

ulated. 

The project is a low carbon residence designed and 

constructed using pre-manufactured cross laminat-

ed timber system. The elevation is wrapped in a dark 

timber cladding a modern application of the ancient 

Japanese art of burning timber. Simultaneously the 

two strong bricks elements: the side wall and the 

chimney bring weight and enhance weightlessness; 

they bring the time component to the project, set as 

ruins of a recent past, memories of the place. Colours 

and reflections, natural and high quality finishes add 

sophistication to the interiors. 
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Casa Campo Alegre

residential



Hoxton Penthouse
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The Loft Project

The challenge of this project was to unify two neigh-

bouring Victorian houses (1890) to create a spacious 

two-storey family home. The layouts of both homes 

were immediately overturned by simply demolish-

ing the walls that separate them.  The sleeping area 

is compiled of four double bedrooms and two bath-

rooms situated on the lower storey beneath the living 

area with kitchen, dinning area and guest bathroom. 

The H-profile steel beams where exposed and six 

skylights were installed in the on the upper storey in 

order to increase the sources of light.  The white walls 

optically expand the space and give the space a so-

phisticated and elegant touch; particularly with the 

dark French fishbone parquet flooring that was sal-

vaged from a castle. 

residential



The Rose Restaurant

hospitality



The Red Loft

A small 2 bedroom flat located on the first floor of a 

former textile factory in Hackney, London. Some of the 

original building’s framework, namely the flooring, 

brick walls and columns have been restored and in-

corporated in a more contemporary setting. The two 

bathrooms have been furnished with designer pieces 

and fitted with high quality, delicately nuanced tiles 

and coated concrete flooring. A red mobile by artist, 

Alexander Calder hangs from the ceiling of the living 

area and is a statement piece that clearly defines the 

colour scheme and stylistic influence of the flats inte-

rior. The mixture of 50’s style with modern furnishings 

give this home a hyper-functional and distinct look.
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Boutique Hotel

hospitality



Villa Anna

residential



Rose Villa

The three-storey “Rose Villa” has had many previous lives and is saturated with 

layers of memory: soil and bricks, charcoal fire traces, water infiltrations and 

mould. Water, earth and fire not only inhabited, but also ruled this house. It was 

therefore only natural to develop a new interior that embraces and harmonises 

these elements. Together with the choice of new materials to mix with the exist-

ing ones, the colour palette of blues, browns and reds highlight these features. A 

dominant red meets the rusty colours of the brickwork in the kitchen, a calming 

blue converses with the earthy tones of the tiling in the bathroom, while a subdued 

clay tome in the library allows the glossy varnish of the flooring to shine into the 

forefront. 

residential



The Acton Pub

hospitality



Sky House 



Bungalow

Conversion in Hackney Wick



Garage

Conversion in Stoke Newington



Greenwood House 

London Fields House Extension



Wilton Way

House remodeling and Extension 

in London Fields



Eleanor Haus

Rear and Loft Extension in London Fields



Terrazzo Bathroom

residential
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